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The False Prophet
In the book of revelation (1) we investigate a person who is called the false prophet. This false
prophet however will not show up until the last days or as some interpret during the seven year
tribulation. But a mysterious question must now be asked, and that is who’s this false prophet?
Does he have a name? Is he functioning at this very moment awaiting his spotlight upon the
stage of world history? According to the scriptures we have no data specifying who this false
prophet is today, we only know that his roll in the future is to hype up and force the world to
accept the mark of the beast and to worship the image of the beast (2). Many are under the belief
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that the false prophet will be none other then a future pope of the Catholic Church. As the Catholic Church
is commonly viewed as a harlot nowadays by some. Therefore this false prophet must be the ungodly
pope of the future who turns the whole world’s eyes to the Anti-Messiah. However the scripture doesn’t
connect the dots to the future pope. So again we do not know who it will be? as for his name we don’t
have that data either. The mystery with the identity of the false prophet will
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Lets get
specific
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Inspirational Reading

This month we deal with the act of asking for help. In a recent incident I had responded to an ad in
which I paraphrase “looking for talented people to help out” As I responded to the ad I spent some
personal time creating some graphic work as a sample. The suggestion of this work was well
received but the person was unspecific about what kind of help they really were looking for.
Yet this person also failed to be honest about their motive for the ad. I found out later that the help they really wanted was for
someone to run their whole website, not to work with graphic content. So because of their lack or communication and lack of
honesty I was really misdirected or mislead. The lesson of this little tale is that before asking for someone’s help be sure to
always be upfront, be specific, be honest about what you are seeking, don’t mislead or lead on others, nor waste peoples time. I
really learned that when we have a need and we wish others to get involved we really do need to lay all things out in detail. I
image this is also what G-d would prefer us to do many times in prayer when we seek for his help. We should realize that G-d
wants to hear everything in honesty, not wasting his time, nor be indecisive or unsure of what we are seeking him about (a).
Let’s do our best to be specific and truthful with others (b) as we would expect the same when we face G-d in prayer.
Click for more

Hebraic Perspectives
This Month’s Hebrew word is:
JUNE NEWS 2010

Rlaw -(Sha’al)Ask

Israel mounts air strikes on Gaza

after
attacks
Israel launched air strikes
in the
Gaza Strip overnight after
Palestinian militants fired a rocket and mortar shells at the
Jewish state, Palestinian officials and the Israeli military
said on Wednesday……..
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Which Hebrew definition means: (to ask, enquire, borrow, beg,
consult)
This month’s Hebrew word focuses on the deed of asking. The Messiah
taught that the way
Portion Matt 7:7

Read the Article click
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OSY MISSION STATEMENT
Osy is a teaching, discipleship, evangelistic ministry. Its focus is to share the full richness of both the Tanach (OT) and gospel from a Jewish Christian perspective (Rom 1:16). Osy mission
is to educate and inform the body of Messiah Yeshua about its Hebraic heritage, its relationship to Israel and G-ds chosen people. Building love relationships and bringing understanding
between the Jewish community and Christian community, to glorify in unity the G-d of Israel through our Messiah in everything we do (Rom 2:9). To clearly reveal and demonstrate the
ultimate love of Messiah Yeshua (Yohanan-John 13:34-35).
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